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ABSTRACT
We conduct large-scale cellular trace-driven experiments com-
paring different opportunistic network coded data dissemi-
nation strategies and different cache seeding strategies for
distributing a large data object across a country-scale net-
work of thousands of local repositories. We compare frag-
mentation, source-only erasure coding, cache coding, net-
work coding, and propose two new dissemination strate-
gies motivated by performance issues. We also experiment
with several strategies for pre-seeding information to the
local repositories, and examine the time/work trade-offs in-
volved.
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of distributing a large but popular data ob-
ject is a challenging one for cellular operators. If many users
want or need to access the same data, one immediately won-
ders how the system can be optimized to prevent millions of
redundant data objects from using valuable network band-
width. An increasingly popular approach is to abandon the
client/server model and cache data objects at more places
throughout the network. This is the premise of Informa-
tion Centric Networking. In a cellular network it is also
advantageous to allow offloading; streamlining users’ ability
to retrieve data objects through WiFi access points, or even
through local caches or directly from each other.
Erasure coding is an elegant technique to make data dis-
semination, especially opportunistic data dissemination, faster
and more robust. Instead of disseminating raw fragments
of a large data object, the source generates linear combi-
nations of those fragments. If a receiver can collect a set
of encoded fragments whose encoding vectors span the full
vector space, then the receiver can reconstruct the original
data object [?]. Network/erasure coding has been studied
for networking, data disemination and distributed storage
in more papers than could be summarized here, but to our
knowledge coded data dissemination has never been simu-
lated on this scale using real user activity traces before.
The problem with opportunistically distributing a large
data object using plain fragmentation is the coupon collec-
tor’s problem. If the data object is broken into N fragments,
once a receiver has collected N − 1 of them, the probability
that the next one is the missing fragment is very small. If we
use erasure coding, then there are 2N − 1 possible distinct
encodings of the fragments. Mathematically it works out
that any randomly sampled encoding has a high probabil-
ity of being linearly independent of any subset of encodings
of rank less than N . This means that with high probabil-
ity a receiver will only need to collect slightly more than N
encodings before recovering the data object.
The problem with erasure coding in an opportunistic net-
work is that the encodings a user has access to are gener-
ally not randomly sampled. Users may encounter the same
repositories over and over, offering only redundant informa-
tion. In a network with bottlenecks, source-only erasure
coding can end up functioning the same as plain fragmen-
tation, only over a random basis. The small and large-scale
mobility of the users is the key factor in circulating diverse
encodings, and using such a cellular trace allows us to re-
alistically evaluate different coding strategies on a scale not
done before.
The primary data dissemination strategies we experiment
with are as follows.
FRAG In plain fragmentation the source breaks the data
object up into equally sized chunks, and exact copies
of these fragments are shared throughout the network.
EC In source-only erasure coding, the source generates lin-
ear combinations of the fragments, and these encodings
are shared throughout the network. No other nodes
generate new encodings.
NC What is commonly called “network coding” in this con-
text, is the case where each node in the network can
create new encodings by forming linear combinations
of those it already has.
CC Cache coding was proposed in [4] for the ICEMAN sys-
tem to mitigate the threat of intentional or uninten-
tional code corruption that exists with NC. In cache
coding any node that collects a full rank set of encod-
ings can generate new encodings.
The performance differences between FRAG, EC, and NC
have been researched in several different settings [3, 8, 6],
and depend greatly on the nodes’ mobility. In situations
where the contact pattern is Poisson, EC and NC will be
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Figure 1. An example of the rank of a repository over time
for the four main dissemination strategies.
similar. In cases where there are bottlenecks in the network,
NC tends to outperform EC. In cases involving real mobility,
where the presence or absence of bottlenecks is not obvious,
it can be fundamentally interesting to simply experiment.
We investigate different degrees of opportunistic user-driven
data dissemination amongst a network of local repositories.
We experiment with several dissemination strategies, and
several strategies for pre-seeding the repositories with par-
tial network coded data objects. The latter experiments
illuminate the trade-off between the resources required to
seed the repositories, and the time required to achieve full
dissemination.
We find that allowing any sort of coding outperforms plain
fragmentation, and allowing more recoding of data through-
out the network improves performance over source-only era-
sure coding. Even the full network coding strategy, however,
suffers from phenomenon like coupon collecting. We experi-
ment with two variants of network coding that are intended
to circumvent this problem.
2. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The goal in our experiments is to disseminate a large data
object to a country-scale network of thousands of local repos-
itories. Small fragments of the data object are picked up,
carried, and disseminated opportunistically by the mobile
users, each of whom dedicates a small amount of storage to
the task. Our data object that is broken up into N = 100
fragments, and each user is willing to carry one fragment at
a time.
We have built a specialized simulator in Java. Given ex-
periment parameters, the simulator loads successive times-
lices of activity from the trace and simulates the data ex-
changes in the order they appear in the trace. At every time
step it records the rank of each repository, and the overall
distribution of ranks amongst all repositories. We have used
the JNI bindings to the m4ri finite field linear algebra li-
brary [2, 7] to store and manipulate vectors and matrices
over GF(2) much faster than would be possible in Java.
2.1 Trace Description
We use a large dataset of cellular activity traces from a
large European cellular operator. This trace is a type of
transaction data. Each data point consists of:
timestamp userID cellID activity vector
The userID is an anonymized hash. The cellID is a set of
hierarchical identifiers consisting of: Mobile Country Code
(MCC), Mobile Network Code (MNC), and Location Area
Code (LAC). Combined these form a globally unique Service
Area Identifier (SAI) [5, 1].
The activity vector contains information such as the num-
ber of successful and failed, calls, SMS, location updates,
and data transfers. We discard trace entries that do not
record any definite evidence of a successful communication
between the BTS and the user. Our activity filter requires
that the user either successfully place or receive a call, suc-
cessfully send an SMS message, successfully perform a loca-
tion update, or transfer (up or down) at least 1024 bytes of
data. This filters out about 12% of the trace entries.
Additionally, we have location information for most of the
cells in the trace. For the purposes of our experiment we
merge the activity of each set of co-located cells into that
of a single repository, which reduces the number of reposi-
tories to about 1/10 of the number of cells. Approximately
10 million users appear in the complete trace. We select a
uniformly random subset of 1,000,000 of them for our ex-
periments. In the experiments we compare, the source node
and the random seed used are always the same.
The cellular trace records aggregate activity at regular in-
tervals. In each time interval we extract all the cells that
each user is active on and consider these each to be an op-
portunity to transfer one data fragment. Whenever a user
connects to a repository, he/she first offers the repository the
encoding he is carrying, and then is offered a new encoding
by the repository.
The trace covers over six months. We use a subset of
about three months of activity to drive our experiments.
Since we are doing data dissemination experiments there
is no benefit to continuing the experiments after the entire
network has been saturated. In fact, the median time to
completion is about 65 hours in the worst cases, but we let
the experiment run for up to three months to observe the
data dissemination process in the more remote parts of the
network.
3. SINGLE-SOURCE DISSEMINATION
In our first experiments we compare the different dissem-
ination strategies using a single data object seeded from
a single source repository. The first statistic we examine
is rank-vs-time progress at the individual repositories. In
a plot like this, coupon collecting will be evident when a
repository takes disproportionately longer to complete the
last 10%. Figure 1 shows a representative example of such
a plot. As we expect, FRAG is the slowest strategy, and
suffers badly from coupon collecting. EC progresses more
quickly, but also suffers from fairly severe coupon collecting
at the end. CC progresses similarly to EC for most of the
experiment. We expect this; until enough repositories reach
full rank, CC and EC are essentially the same. Once several
other repositories reach full rank, however, CC can introduce
much more code diversity and shows no signs of coupon col-
lecting between rank 90-100. As we expected this repository
reaches full rank fastest using the NC strategy, but we were
surprised to see mild evidence of coupon collecting.
In order to get a more quantitative confirmation of this
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(d) NC
Figure 2. Box plots of completion latency over each of ten percentiles of rank, for the four main dissemination strategies.
Coupon collecting is quantitatively evident when the latency in the final percentile is disproportionately large, compared to
the other percentiles.
phenomenon, we computed the distribution of latencies over
each of the 10 percentile slices of rank over all repositories.
That is, for each strategy and each site, we calculated how
long it took the site to progress from rank 0 − 10, 11 − 20,
..., 91− 100.
The resulting distributions are visualized the a bar-and-
whisker plot in figure 2. From these results we confirm what
we observed anecdotally before. FRAG and EC tend to be-
have similarly up to about 80% completion at which point
FRAG suffers badly from coupon collecting. EC suffers dis-
tinctly from coupon collecting, but to a lesser degree. CC
shows no sign of coupon collecting. NC is the fastest over all
the percentiles except the last, where it clearly suffers from
a phenomenon resembling coupon collecting.
3.1 New Dissemination Strategies
We know that if a repository is fed a stream of uniformly
randomly generated encodings, that coupon collecting be-
havior is extremely improbable. On the other hand we ex-
pect that the users’ encounters with the repositories are not
Poisson processes, and that the encodings they carry may
not be uniformly randomly generated over the full vector
space.
The fact that we see the NC strategy struggling to span
the last 10% of the vector space is evidence of the degree
to which the vectors carried by nearby users are not uni-
formly randomly sampled over the vector space. In fact,
with the NC strategy the encodings carried by users will al-
most always be distinct, but will often be limited to a certain
subspace of the full vector space. In CC, on the other hand,
only repositories that have reached full rank can generate
new encodings. Therefore every encoding in circulation is
sampled from the full vector space. The dissemination pro-
gresses like EC up to a point, but then tends to complete
more quickly than NC. Though CC was designed to address
practical concerns of data corruption, it seems to have this
unintended benefit as well.
This hypothesis for explaining the behavior of NC moti-
vates new strategies for coded data dissemination. We would
like to design a system that is as efficient as NC at circu-
lating diverse encodings over most of the experiment, but
that enjoys the same strong-finishing performance as CC.
The notion is that encodings that were sampled from high
rank subspaces are higher quality than vectors sampled from
lower rank subspaces. By this we simply mean that such
vectors are more likely to be innovative to repositories that
receive them. Our solution is to bias the users to prefer to
carry vectors that were generated by repositories with higher
ranks.
We propose two slight variations on the NC strategy to
capture the best parts of CC and NC. In both of these strate-
gies the repositories behave exactly the same as in NC mode,
but we attach to each encoding the rank of the repository
that generated it and change the users’ behavior slightly.
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(a) RK STRICT
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(b) RK BOLTZMANN
Figure 3. Box plots of latency for each of ten completion percentiles for the two variations of the NC dissemination strategy.
Both variations still exhibit coupon collecting behavior, to about the same extent as NC did.
For any encoding, x, let grk(x) be the rank of the repository
that generated x.
RK STRICT
Using the strict rank criterion, when a user carrying encod-
ing x is offered a new encoding x′, the user will replace
x with x′ iff grk(x′) ≥ grk(x).
RK BOLTZMANN
Using the Boltzmann rank criterion is the same as the strict
rank criterion, except the user will accept x′ with lower
grk with probability:
P (x, x′) = exp
[
T · (grk(x′)− grk(x))
N
]
where T > 0 is a constant (metaphorically called the
“temperature”) and N is the rank of the full vector
space.
We have found that temperature values around T = 10 are
reasonable. In that case, with N = 100, when offered a new
vector with grk(x)− grk(x′) = 7 the user will accept it with
50% probability. When the difference in generator rank is
20 the user will only accept the new vector with about 13%
probability.
3.2 Results
One result of the bias introduced by these new strategies
is that any node that receives an encoding from the source,
or any full-rank repository, will never relinquish it (or almost
never in the RK BOLTZMANN case) until it meets another
repository that also has full rank. Intuition tells us that
this could be a good thing. Imagine a population of highly
mobile nodes that travel across the country, each with an
encoding generated by the source. In the NC strategy they
will meet many lower-rank repositories along the way, and
very likely exchange their encodings for ones drawn from
smaller subspaces. We expect that information will have
to diffuse much more slowly in the NC case. It turns out,
though, that this intuition does not have much of an effect
on the overall performance.
Figure 3 shows a box plot of completion latency for each
of the ten percentiles for these new strategies. Both strate-
gies still exhibit some coupon collecting behavior to about
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Figure 4. The complementary fraction of sites reaching full
rank vs time on logarithmic axes for each of the six dissem-
ination strategies.
the same extent as NC did. In fact the RK BOLTZMANN
strategy appears to suffer slightly worse in this experiment.
We want to compare these different strategies both on a
more case-by-case and a more global average basis. First
we would like to know how often our repositories reach full
rank quicker using NC vs CC, or using RK BOLTZMANN
vs RK STRICT, etc. The table below shows these results.
For comparing strategy X to strategy Y the (X,Y) table en-
try is the percentage of repositories for which X is faster
than Y.
win\loss FRAG EC CC NC RK S RK B
FRAG 7.381 0 0 0 0
EC 92.61 0.053 0.010 0.021 0.010
CC 100 99.94 0.225 0.182 0.096
NC 100 99.98 99.77 27.82 53.28
RK S 100 100 99.81 72.17 67.00
RK B 100 99.98 99.90 46.71 32.99
Two surprising upsets we pull from these results are that
FRAG is actually faster than EC for 7.3% of the reposito-
ries. Also CC is faster than NC for a very small fraction,
0.2% of repositories. These results are not impossible or
unreasonable. Even through the contact trace driving the
experiment and the random seed used are exactly the same
in each experiment, the encodings being distributed will be
different. Even using FRAG, a small fraction of the reposi-
tories may get lucky in the fragments they receive and reach
full rank without much coupon collecting.
Comparing the NC variations is also interesting. RK B
for the parameters we chose is almost indistinguishable from
NC by this metric. In fact it performs worse for about 3.2%
of repositories in this experiment. RK S on the other hand
performs better then NC for a significant 22% of reposito-
ries. This table does not tell us how much faster, but we do
observe a significant difference in performance here.
This tabular comparison shows us which dissemination
strategies tend to win at individual repositories, but gives
no information about how much faster they are. For a more
global performance comparison we can look at the comple-
mentary fraction of sites reaching completion vs time. Fig-
ure 4 shows this on logarithmic axes.
Judging by this metric the FRAG strategy is consistently
performing the worst, followed by EC, and then CC. The
three variations on NC are consistently better than the oth-
ers, and all appear to perform similarly, with plain NC and
RK BOLTZMANN overtaking RK STRICT somewhere be-
tween 100 and 200 hours, when the final 10% of reposito-
ries are reaching completion. During this phase 90% of the
repositories have full rank, and it seems that the inflexible
criteria use by the RK STRICT strategy put up a slight im-
pediment to data dissemination in the more remote/isolated
parts of the network that take the longest to reach comple-
tion.
One other interesting characteristic that we can see in
this plot is the length of time before any repositories start
reaching full rank. What we see is that by the time the
first repository reaches full rank under FRAG, about 30%
have reached completion under CC, and about 85% have
already reached full rank under the NC variations. Coupon
collecting behavior aside, based on this metric it appears
that the NC variants perform drastically better than any of
the others.
4. REPOSITORY SEEDING STRATEGIES
The single-source experiments are interesting because of
the scale of the traces involved, but the full data object can
take days or weeks to reach the more remote areas of the net-
work. It is more practical to evaluate seeding strategies, with
the goal of trading off some initial cost of seeding some parts
of the data object throughout the network in order achieve
more reasonable and uniform completion times. The initial
data could bedistributed over infrastructure or mobile data
mule. One could also think of these experiments as testing
how long a distributed opportunistic data storage system
takes to heal after a large portion of the data is deleted or
destroyed for some reason. In these experiments we only
report results using the NC dissemination strategy.
We study three types of seeding strategies: random, neighborhood-
based and activity-based. In the random initial distribu-
tion strategy we uniformly randomly select a fraction, α, of
the sites to be “seeder” sites, and start the experiment by
distributing randomly generated sets of vectors of rank F to
each seed site. Increasing either parameter corresponds to
investing more resources in the initial data distribution.
In the neighborhood initial distribution we distribute
variable initial amounts of data to repositories in inverse
proportion to the geographic density of repositories nearby.
We try two different ways of measuring this density: Nbr_R
and Nbr_X. In Nbr_R we choose a global radius, R, and for
each repository, X, compute the number of other reposito-
ries within distance R of X. We call this the “neighborhood
size of X”, and denote it as Nb(X,R). We then seed X with
an initial set of N/(1 + Nb(X,R)) random vectors. If this
ratio is less than 1.0 we treat it as a probability, and seed
X with a single random vector with that probability.
The Nbr_X seeding strategy is similar, but instead of us-
ing a single global radius we let NNR1(X) be the distance to
X’s nearest neighbor. We then choose a multiplier, β > 0,
and use the neighborhood size Nb(X,β · NNR1(X)) in com-
puting the seed set size. This means that repositories in
sparser areas will use larger radii in counting their neigh-
bors. Increasing β will increase the neighborhood sizes of
the repositories, and therefore lead to fewer vectors being
seeded in the initial distribution.
In the activity-based seeding strategies we determine
the initial distribution of fragments based on the number of
distinct visitors to each repository over a one hour period.
For any repository, X, let nUsersX be the number of dis-
tinct connecting to X over an arbitrarily-chosen one-hour
period. In each strategy we choose an initial seed size frac-
tion 0 < γ < 1 and iteratively distribute that number of
encoded fragments amongst the repositories according to a
multinomial distribution on the set of repositories.
In the ubDirect strategy we reason that putting more
information at sites with more visitors will lead to faster
dissemination. We create a multinomial distribution over
the set of repositories
Pdirect : {sites} → [0, 1]
such that Pdirect(X) ∝ nUsersX . If we are trying to place
an encoding and randomly select a repository that has al-
ready been seeded with a full rank set, we sample the distri-
bution again until we find a repository where the encoding
can be innovative. Therefore this process results in an initial
seed size fraction of exactly γ.
In the ubInverse strategy we reason that the sites with
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Figure 5. The number of seed vectors distributed vs the
completion time for the random and neighborhood-based
cache seeding strategies.
the least activity are probably in the more isolated parts
of the network and need the most help reaching full rank.
We create a multinomial distribution, Pinv, over the set of
repositories, such that for each repository, X, Pinv(X) ∝
1
nUsersX
. To experiment with the severity with which we
favor isolated sites in the initial distribution, we also tested
a variation, ubInverseSquare, for which the multinomial
distribution is defined by PinvSq(X) ∝ 1nUsers2
X
Even with the seeding of data, some repositories take an
extremely long time to receive the full data object. We define
the completion criterion to be when 95% of the repositories
reach full rank. Figure 5 shows a plot of the number of
seed vectors distributed vs the completion time for the two
strategies. Since we cannot publish the exact number of cell
sites in the trace, the x-axis is given in terms of the seed size
fraction, the fraction of vectors seeded relative to number of
vectors necessary to give each repository a full basis.
As expected, seeding the network with more data reduces
the time to reach 95% coverage. Also both neighborhood-
based seeding strategies perform better than random seed-
ing, but Nbr_R outperforms both both random and Nbr_X by
a wide margin.
The activity-based strategies, perform both the best and
worst. The ubDirect strategy with a seed size fraction of
γ = 0.5 does no better than random with a seed size frac-
tion of γ = 0.1. This counters our intuition that loading up
the most popular repositories will give the most benefit. In
fact, the most popular repositories tend to quickly exchange
information once it is available in their vicinity, and seeding
them is of little benefit. The activity-based ubInverse and
ubInverseSquare strategies initially do slightly worse than
Nbr_R, but begin to outperform the neighborhood-based strate-
gies when the seed size fraction γ ≥ 0.05.
5. CONCLUSION
Our discovery of coupon collecting behavior in the net-
work coded dissemination case was unexpected, and we be-
lieve this deserves further investigation. Looking at the geo-
graphic distribution of code diversity may be key to under-
standing it. Our new coded dissemination strategies made
a difference in performance, but not a very large one. The
problem of geographic distribution of network coded data
is also interesting. The neighborhood-based strategies per-
form fairly well, but strategies driven by site activity and
user mobility patterns should also be investigated. In all
of these cases the scale of the trace and experiments makes
even these simulations very expensive to run. We expect
that optimizing the storage and access to the trace could
improve this situation, and we are pursuing that.
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